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Algerıa 
The north, with its snow-
flecked mountains and 
stunning coastline, is home 
to urbane and charismatic 
cities such as Algiers and 
Constantine, as well as some 
of the most magnificent 
Roman sites in existence 
inc lud ing Timgad and 
Djemila, both vast, perfectly 
preserved Roman towns 
with barely another tourist 
in sight. 
 
Algeria’s other big draw is 
its extraordinary Saharan 
region. Whether it’s a 
glimpse of the sand seas that 
surround Timimoun, or the 
burnt-red mountains of the 
far south, these are the 
desert landscapes of legend. 
 
But, for all its peach-
coloured dunes and grand 
ruins, i t 's perhaps the 
Algerians themselves, who 
welcome vis i tors wi th 
warmth and curiosity, that 
are the real highlight of this 
nat ion. For accessible 
adventure and a complex, 
enthralling cultural odyssey, 
head for Algeria. 
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H o w t o g e t 
there? 
	  
Most major European airlines such 
as (Lufthansa, Air Berlin, British 
Airways, Air France, Iberia, 
Alitalia, TAP Portugal, Turkish 
Airlines) fly daily to Algiers but 
there are also some long-haul 
routes such as (Beijing, New York, 
Montreal, Doha) 
 
Algeria is a huge country and 
travelling between major cities can 
take a lot of time and nerves as 
well, while the distances in the 
more populated north are not so 
big and a trip from the east to the 
west can be done in a 12 hours on 
highway. Travelling to cities in the 
Sahara is more difficult since the 
south is barely connected with 
good roads , t ra in and bus 
connections. 
 
From Algiers you can reach almost 
every major Algerian city by plane, 
and it is highly recommended to 
take a flight when travelling longer 
routes and to Saharan cities. 
Houari Boumediene, in Algiers, is 
the biggest airport in the country; 
there are other airports in major 
cities like Oran,Constantine & 
annaba.the other airports are basic. 
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What to do ın 
Algerıa? 
 
Despite beautiful ancient ruins and a large share of 
the Sahara desert, visits to Algeria are commonly 
stunted by political unrest. It was once among the 
most popular holiday destinations in North Africa, 
but its appeal has been long overshadowed by the 
destruction and strife brought about by the 1992 
civil war. If you’re an adventurer, the country 
remains a promise land for thrill-seekers who want 
a taste of rich culture and natural wonders. 
Options for travel in this part of Africa are limited, 
but if you do decide Algeria is the place for you, 
have a full grasp of the risks involved. 
 
•   Discover the ancient Byzantine, Roman, and 

Phoenician ruins, including The Timgad near 
Batna, Djemila in Sétif, and Hippo Regius in 
Annaba 

•   Go on an exotic adventure sand skiing or 
camel trekking across the Sahara 

•   Study art therapy in the center of Mozabite 
culture, M’zah Valley 

•   Take a scenic trips around the Saharan Atlas 
Mountains 

•   Admire the ancient rock carvings at Djelfa 
•   Explore the famous Saharan National Park 

(Tassili National Park) 
•   Relax at the famous Turquoise Coast Beach or 

the stunning coastal areas of Skikda, Oran and 
Ghazaouet 

•   Visit Algiers’s historic 17th century Casbah 
•   Camp and retreat in the mountainous 

Assekrem 
•   Shop for carpets and souvenirs in Ghardaia 
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Algıers 
Algiers never fails to make an impression. This is a city of rare beauty and of thrilling, disorientating and sometimes brutal contrast. The 
country's turbulent history is writ large in the city's richly textured architecture: wide French-built boulevards and elegant apartments and 
villas, Socialist-era monuments and public buildings, and an enduring Islamic heart secreted in the steep, hillside Casbah. Labyrinthine streets 
spill down to the yawning big blue of the Bay of Algiers, sea and sky and green ravines glimpsed at every step. Though people often spend just 
enough time in Algiers to organise an onward journey, it’s a fascinating place well worth at least a couple of days’ exploration. 

Major Attractıons ın Algerıa	  
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Natıonal Museum of Antıquıtıes 
The richness of Algeria’s heritage is brought home in this museum. The collection of antiquities is drawn from sites around the city and 
throughout Algeria. Among the early works are fine ivory carvings and large, totemic Libyan-period warriors on horseback. There is sculpture 
from Cherchell and mosaics from Tipaza, a room of bronzes including a wonderful fragment of a horse’s leg and hoof, and an extraordinary 
3rd-century figure of a chubby child holding an eagle to its chest. 

Major Attractıons ın Algerıa	  
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Djemıla 
The spectacular ruined Roman town of Djemila (or Cuicul as it was then known) is small enough to breeze around in half a day. But spend 
longer here, linger in the temples and markets, stroll through the bath chambers, or just lie down in the shade of villa walls and conjure up the 
sounds and sensations of those long gone days; one of the world's great archaeological sites will come alive. 

Major Attractıons ın Algerıa	  
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Constantıne 
Constantine, Algeria's third city, is one of the grand urban spectacles of Algeria, made by nature but embellished by man. Over time, the Oued 
Rhumel (Rhumel River) carved out a deep, and almost circular, gorge around an outcrop of rock, creating a natural fortress that was already 
occupied in Neolithic times. Since then, Constantine has always been a city of political, cultural and economic significance. 

Major Attractıons ın Algerıa	  
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Casbah 
The Algiers Casbah is perched on a hill overlooking the city. The old citadel is a living museum of palaces, houses, mosques, and architecture, 
most of which dates as far back as the Ottoman period. This World Heritage site is divided into two main areas, the upper and lower town and is 
best seen on a guided tour to avoid getting lost in its labyrinthine layout. 

Major Attractıons ın Algerıa	  
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Palace of Ahmed Bey 
The palace of Hajj Ahmed, the bey or ruler of Constantine from 1826, is one of the finest Ottoman-era buildings in the country. With a series of 
courtyards surrounded by tiled arcades, it is filled with gardens of palm and orange trees, and decorated with Tunisian and French tiles and 
murals depicting Ahmed's pilgrimage to Mecca. 

Major Attractıons ın Algerıa	  
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Tımımoun 
The largest oasis in the Grand Erg Occidental, this dusty desert city is an enchanting place. Its characteristic architecture, red-mud buildings 
studded with spikes, hints at sub-Saharan Africa. Its location, at the edge of an escarpment, makes for breathtaking views across a salt lake and 
out to the dunes beyond. The main street bustles in the morning and evening; the locals are a diverse mix that includes Haratines, Berbers and 
the descendants of Malian merchants and slaves. 

Major Attractıons ın Algerıa	  
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Tassılı N’Ajjer Natıonal Park 
A UNESCO’s World Heritage site, the Tassili National Park is one of the most fascinating places to see in Algeria. Its best feature is the 
majestic sandstone mountain range, complete with amazing land formations and unmatched rock arches. In addition to its natural wonders, the 
park is also home to an impressive collection of rock art and prehistoric cave paintings. 

Major Attractıons ın Algerıa	  
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Notre Dame d’Afrıque 
Also known as the Basilica of Algiers, this old church is just one of the many examples of ancient architecture sprinkled throughout Algeria. It 
dates back to the 19th century and is situated on the north side of the capital dominating a 407-foot cliff that overlooks the crystal waters of 
Algiers Bay. People come here to admire the superb design of the basilica, as well as to take in stunning views. 

Major Attractıons ın Algerıa	  
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Bardo Museum of Prehıstory and Ethnography 
Situated within a prominent piece of architecture in Algiers, the Musée du Bardo features an extensive collection of prehistoric stones, fossils, 
pottery, and other relics. It is housed in what was the country home of a former Tunisian Prince. You can stroll through the surrounding gardens to 
admire the old building and the beautiful landscape. 

Major Attractıons ın Algerıa	  
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Jardın d’Essaı du Hamma 
Jardin d’Essai du Hamma is a collection of botanical gardens believed to be the oldest in Algeria. It is located near the heart of the capital and 
features both a French and English garden, in addition to a zoo. The garden has been enhanced with restaurants where you can savor a good meal 
while being surrounded by beautiful flora and fauna. 

Major Attractıons ın Algerıa	  
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Algerıan Beaches 
Algerian beaches, while not the best in the Mediterranean, are still quite appealing as a result of their lack of commercialization. The Turquoise 
Coast is a favorite, but the Oran region is also a go-to for sun seekers alongside Canastel, Les Andalouses, Ain El Turk, and Sablettes. It may 
not seem like it at first glance, but Algeria actually offers opportunities for maritime pursuits from kayaking, snorkeling and sailing to surfing 
and even scuba diving. 

Major Attractıons ın Algerıa	  
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Tımgad 
One of the finest Roman sites in existence, the ruins of Timgad stretch almost as far as the eye can see over a plain that in winter is cold and 
desolate and in summer hot and tinder-dry. Its perfect preservation has made it a Unesco World Heritage Site – take the time to walk around 
slowly, inhabit the place and Timgad will spring to life. 

Major Attractıons ın Algerıa	  
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Major Attractıons ın Algerıa	  

Sétıf Museum 
This central museum is one of the better museums in Algeria and it alone justifies a stop in Sétif. Displays are well laid out, lit and labelled (in 
French). There are cabinets filled with pottery and lamps from Roman Sétif, but the real stars are the mosaics in the ground floor central court, 
which are among the best you will see in Algeria. 
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Cherchell Museum 
This museum houses some of the finest sculptures and mosaics in the country. Among the highlights are marble busts of the royal family of 
Juba II, a rare portrait of Juba's mother-in-law, the famous Cleopatra of Egypt, and a statue of a naked Apollo in white marble, a copy of a 5th-
century BC Greek original. The collection of mosaics includes a scene of Odyssesus and his followers passing the sirens, and a remarkably 
vivid portrayal of agricultural scenes. 

Major Attractıons ın Algerıa	  
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Ghardaïa 
In the river valley of the Oued M’Zab, in a long valley on the edge of the Sahara, is a cluster of five towns: Ghardaïa, Melika, Beni Isguen, 
Bou Noura and El-Atteuf. Often referred to collectively as Ghardaïa, the once distinct villages are gradually sprawling together, but retain 
separate identities. 

Major Attractıons ın Algerıa	  
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Algerıan Cuısıne	  
Algerian cuisine has had many influences 
that have contributed something unique to 
the country's culinary delights. Over 
hundreds of years the Berbers, Arabs, 
Turks, Romans, the French and the 
Spanish have influenced the cuisine of 
Algeria. Each of these civilizations has 
helped to ensure that Algeria's cuisine is 
an eclectic mix of flavors, aromas and 
textures, served in a multitude of ways 
and very pleasing to the palate. 
 
The Berber influence on Algerian cuisine 
is clearly seen in their use of stews, lamb, 
vegetables, grains and dried fruits. The 
Turks and Arabs have added spice to the 
mix as well as a variety of delicious 
pastries. French cuisine has contributed 
greatly to Algerian dishes with the use of 
tomato puree as well as in their aperitifs 
and sweets. You will be able to taste the 
distinct flavors of cumin, caraway, 
marjoram, coriander and fennel in 
Algerian cuisine. Typically, lamb and 
chicken are used in meals as well as fish 
from the Mediterranean. Algeria's 
national dish is Couscous, which is 
steamed and then served with meat, 
vegetables and sauce. 
 
Coffee is popular in Algeria, but is served 
extremely strong along with a glass of 
water. However, the preferred drink in 
Algeria is tea with a hint of fresh mint. 
Fruit drinks are also commonly enjoyed. 

Mechoui - charcoal roasted lamb 
Merquez - spicy lamb sausages 
Harira - soup served at Ramadan 
Bissar - couscous served with chicken and dried vegetables 
Djej bil Qasbour - coriander chicken 
Brochettes - spicy kebabs 
Makroud  
Griouche 


